Pertronix distributor vw

Patented Flame-Thrower Series performance-proven systems in billet or OE style for virtually
any engine. Replace your outdated points or stock distributor with a PerTronix performance
proven system. We offer a full-range of electronic distributors to suit your vehicle and your
budget. Magnetic Trigger Electronic Distributors are an extension of our billet line and come
loaded with features at a competitive price point. Stock-Look Electronic Distributors maintain
the integrity of your vintage engine compartment with all the features you'll appreciate from an
aftermarket distributor. Finally, for the ultimate set-up you can purchase one of our Distributor
Bundles that brings you the best of PerTronix Electronic Distributor Ignition Systems in one
package. Each distributor has a precision CNC-machine billet housing that providing a strong,
yet lightweight unit. We hand polish and buff to a high luster that adds to the beauty under the
hood. The perfect alternative to the competition offering more value with precision engineered
features including accurate signaling and superior dimensional stability. Flame-Thrower "Stock
Look" distributors are loaded with features that you would expect from a high performance part,
yet maintain the original look for the ultimate sleeper. We build our distributors with all new
components not re-manufactured parts like the others. No need to hassle with adjusting points
or replacing capacitors because our distributors come equipped with maintenance free
electronics providing decades of trouble free operation. PerTronix Marine Flame-Thrower billet
electronic distributors share many of the performance features that you find in our automotive
electronic distributors. PerTronix is the leading producer of Electronic Distributors for gas,
propane, and LP powered industrial engines. Many Wisconsin and Continental engines are
equipped with our industrial electronic distributors from the factory. PerTronix electronic
distributors offer proven performance, reduced maintenance downtime, improved economy,
faster starts and extended tune-up intervals. Our electronic Industrial Distributors are also
direct replacements for many point-type Delco, and Prestolite Distributors. PerTronix makes it
easy including everything you need that has been engineered to perform at its best in once box.
Bundles include a Flame-Thrower Billet Plug n' Play electronic distributor with Ignitor II or III
electronic ignition modules, a matching low resistance Flame-Thrower chrome coil topped off
with a set of 8mm MAGx2 universal wires featuring silicone jackets to resist high temperatures.
PerTronix does not currently ship our products internationally from our web store.
Overwhelmed with your options? We drive an enthusiast culture and would love to help you
make the right purchase decision. PerTronix Electronic Distributors Replace your outdated
points or stock distributor with a PerTronix performance proven system. Product Highlights.
Automotive Billet Electronic Distributors Each distributor has a precision CNC-machine billet
housing that providing a strong, yet lightweight unit. Plug n' Play Billet Distributors are
designed for maximum ignition performance with Ignitor II or Ignitor III integrated electronic
ignition conversion modules Tempered distributor shaft has low torsion displacement for
accurate timing and extended operational life Upper ball bearing and oil impregnated bronze
lower bushing work together to reduce friction and provide shaft and advance mechanism
stability reducing high RPM vibration Adjustable mechanical advance with proprietary limiting
function permits multiple setting. Distributors are factory set with a performance advance curve
and are provided with additional springs for custom advance curves Legal in all 50 states and
Canada C. D Shop Now. Magnetic Trigger Electronic Distributors The perfect alternative to the
competition offering more value with precision engineered features including accurate signaling
and superior dimensional stability. Precision magnetic pick up coil and reluctor offer accurate
signaling at low and high RPM Specially engineered reluctor made from lighweight FC alloy
offers superior dimensional stability and symmetrical spark separation Overmolded magnetic
pick up coil supports windings while providing excellent resistance to corrosion Vacuum
advance equipped with lockout provision included Shop Now. Lightweight cast aluminum
housing Integrated Electronic Ignition Solid State Ignitor Ignitor II with adaptive dwell control
Ignitor III with built in adjustable REV Limiteer and multi-spark through redline High dielectric
strength cap and rotors with brass contacts Optimized phasing insures maximum energy to the
spark plug Tailored advance curve for optimal performance and drivability Legal in all 50 states
and Canada C. Lightweight aluminum alloy housing High dielectric strength cap with brass
terminals and low resistance coil brush Balanced rotor designed to reduce vibration at high
RPMs Precision machined chromoly advance weights and center plate to eliminate erratic
timing Additional advance springs included for fine tuning of the advance curve Shop Now.
Marine Billet Electronic Distributors PerTronix Marine Flame-Thrower billet electronic
distributors share many of the performance features that you find in our automotive electronic
distributors. Precision CNC machined T6 billet aluminum housing is lightweight yet strong
Tempered distributor shaft has low torsion displacement for accurate timing and extended
operational life Upper ball bearing and oil impregnated bronze lower bushing work together to
reduce friction and provide shaft and advance mechanism stability reducing high RPM vibration

Precision stamped and balanced mechanical advance weights eliminate erratic timing
Adjustable mechanical advance with proprietary limiting function permits multiple settings
Legal in all 50 states and Canada C. Shop Now. Tech Resources. Call Us Our qualified team is
always here to answer your questions at Contact Us. PerTronix Ignition Catalog Full color
catalog with part number reference. Download Now. Billet Electronic Distributor Dimensions
Find the dimensions for your application. Industrial Electronic Distributor Dimensions Find the
dimensions for your application. Easy Returns Have confidence in your purchase with
hassle-free returns. Technical Knowhow Always call us first! Our qualified team is available to
answer all your questions. Enthusiast Guidance Overwhelmed with your options? We are still
processing and shipping orders from our warehouse as normal even while our site is offline. We
sincerely appreciate your patience while we are doing these site upgrades. Our site uses
advanced code and encryption that is not supported by Microsoft's Internet Explorer Browser.
This features a variable dwell, and a new digital rev limiter and circuit protection! This circuit
will protect the module if you leave the key on with the engine not running, OR if you
accidentally wire it backward! But it is completely warrantied by Pertronix for 2 years, so no
worries there! Distributor O-ring is Included with this unit. This unit is a clone of the Bosch
distributor. This distributor was engineered and manufactured from scratch to provide the best
in performance and endurance to top off the ignition system on your VW. This unit runs best
with a low impedence 0. But it is completely warrantied by the manufacturer, so no worries
there! This distributor works on 12V Electricals. This distributor is a clone of the Bosch
Distributor. Note that you MAY have to disassemble, clean, and lube it to ensure smooth
operation. But it is completely warrantied, so no worries there! The Distributor O-ring is
Included with this unit. If you are wondering, the Pertronix II module has a couple of advantages
over the original Pertronix. First, the Pertronix II module changes dwell as needed, which means
you can use a 3 ohm coil like the stock blue coil , OR you can step up to a low impedance coil! If
you ran a low impedance coil with the original Pertronix it would burn up in a matter of minutes!
But the Pertronix II is designed for that, and has no problem! It also senses when the key is on
but the engine is not running, which used to burn out the original Pertronix! The Pertronix II is
immune to this sort of abuse! These features are worth the additional money over the original
Pertronix module! Net SVDA! This distributor works on 12V Electricals, and there are no options
for induction used. This distributor works on 6V Electricals, and there are no options for
induction used. Rev Limiting Rotors work, but are non-adjustable and are not cheap! This is
compatible with points, and all points replacement devices Pertronix, Compufire, Compu-tronix,
Crane, etc. This 6 Volt version of the Pertronix fits the distributors that have a stud for the
ignition points to slip over. Its higher voltage allows larger spark plug gaps or firing through
plug fouling. This coil is internally resisted just like the stock blue coil so it is compatible with
everything. Two current paths for reliability and redundancy -Primary path: Spiral wound
stainless steel alloy -Secondary path: Carbon impregnated fiberglass center core. They will
handle over 75k volts, which means no more cross firing, and it will withstand a temperature
range of to F! You also have your choice of color Blue, Red, Yellow, or Black. These have the
same core as Pertronix's 8mm Wire sets too! These wires are designed to fit the upright Type 1
engines. But you can use them on the Type 4 engines if you transfer your wire ends plug end to
the new wires. Fiberglass reinforcing braid for added strength and flexibility. While it's the
perfect coil to go with the PerTronix Ignitor breakerless ignition, the addition of this 40, volt
Flame-Thrower canister coil can benefit virtually any distributor type inductive ignition system.
This coil is Epoxy Filled, which is better for high vibration use Off Road. Street Cars will benefit
from the improved cooling of Oil Filled Coils. This coil is oil filled, which provides great heat
control. High vibration applications Off Road should use our Epoxy Filled version of this coil.
We are in the midst of renovating our site! If you already have an order in process with us, don't
panic! VW Parts Catalog. Featured Brands. Join Our Mailing List. Immediate shipment of
requested products is NOT guaranteed. Orders are processed in the order that they are received
and order fulfillment time varies. Actual product may differ in appearance. Please do NOT rely
on PHOTOS while shopping as many of our products have selectable product options that may
change the nature of the product being ordered compared to the representative photo. All
information should be verified prior to use. In most cases we are able to honor advertised price,
but in the RARE case a substantial price increase occurs, you would be notified and given the
option to cancel. All products purchased should be inspected, measured, cleaned and properly
assembled prior to installation. Since Aircooled. Net has no control over product installation, we
will not be held liable for any consequential costs or damages associated with products
purchased. Gift Certificates. Fully adjustable rev limiter protects your engine too! This is
compatible with points, and all points replacement devices. Do you really want 50's technology
points and condenser keeping you running? Runs as well as a points and condenser system,

but without the spark degradation or timing changes that are common with points! Replace your
archaic points with a magnetically triggered ignition. You'll never adjust points again once it's
installed, and it's not affected by dirt, oil, moisture or grease. Very easy to install. Pertronix top
of the line! Besides updating your 50yo car to modern technology, you'll get adaptive dwell for
top spark energy at all RPMs! You will also have an adjustable rev limit! Pertronix Points
Replacement Kit, Type 1, Type 2, 6 Volt, N6 Do you really want 50's technology points and
condenser keeping you running? Your warranty will not be voided if you have to perform this
minor modification to make it all fit! Pertronix Digital Rev Limiter, Model This Pertronix
Flamethrower Digital Rev Limiter takes out individual ignition strikes a little at a time to safely
prevent dangerous over-revving, and to prevent plug fouling. It's easily and quickly adjustable
in increments of RPM. Excellent Unit! Pertronix Points Replacement Kit, Type1, Type 2, 12 Volt,
Do you really want 50's technology points and condenser keeping you running? This is used if
you burned out your original one, or it finally stopped working! Fits Mallory YL 4 cylinder
distributors. Restores spark triggering to new condition! NOTE: The points replacement device
comes with a spacer plate for the module. Some applications will use it, others will not. The use
of the spacer plate is to line up the module with the magnet wheel, for the optimum triggering.
Pertronix Points Replacement Kit, Type1, Type 2, and Type 3, 12 Volt, Do you really want 50's
technology points and condenser keeping you running? This Pertronix fits the distributors that
have a stud for the ignition points to slip over. Restore spark triggering to new condition with
this device. Note that this coil will require plug wires compatible with the HEI terminal on the
coil! Low Impedance keeps the coil temperatures down, and a bigger spark! Proper coil
impedance is critical! These wires fit distributor caps with male terminal posts, but their larger
size requires the use of 8mm plug wire retaining clips. EPDM Ethylene Propylene Diene
Methylene inner insulation for superior heat resistance and prevention of arcing and voltage
leaks Fiberglass reinforcing braid for added strength and flexibility. These wires fit in the stock
plug wire clips on the fan shroud, and have wire ends that are compatible with "Female"
distributor caps, these do NOT fit distributor caps with the male terminals! Pertronix 40kV
Flamethrower Ignition Coil, Black, 3 Ohm, Epoxy Filled fits in the stock distributor clamp for
easy mounting, and is compatible with points or all points replacement devices Compufire,
Pertronix, Unilite, Crane,etc , with it's 3 Ohm Impedance. Proper coil impedance ensures no
burned points or modules! Pertronix 40kV Flamethrower Ignition Coil, Black, 3 Ohm, Oil Filled
fits in the stock distributor clamp for easy mounting, and is compatible with points or all points
replacement devices Compufire, Pertronix, Unilite, Crane,etc , with it's 3 Ohm Impedance.
Pertronix 40kV Flamethrower Ignition Coil, Chrome, 3 Ohm, Oil Filled fits in the stock distributor
clamp for easy mounting, and is compatible with points or all points replacement devices
Compufire, Pertronix, Unilite, Crane,etc , with it's 3 Ohm Impedance. Note; Caps have male
terminals, and require non-VW style plug wires! Note these have male terminals, and require
non-VW style plug wires! We sell these in case you break or lose one! Price per each. These
occasionally go bad, or they crack if manhandled. These need to be replaced periodically, the
terminal erodes over time. Pertronix Billet Distributor Advance Spring Kit, D is the kit which
includes 6 advance springs, 2 of each color and tension, so you can custom curve your new
Pertronix Billet Distributor to the proper advance curve for maximum performance. Excludes
oversized items. All rights reserved. All images protected by US and International copyright
laws. No part of this website may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by
any means. All Prices subject to change without notice or obligation. Not responsible for
typographical or photo errors. Add To Cart. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a
JBugs Account. Engine Parts. Complete Replacement Distributors. Additional Options: Add
Pertronix Coil? Select Option. Fits your vehicle This product was made to fit the stock. Does not
fit This product does not fit the stock. Add to Cart Pre-Order. Free Shipping. Call Us Our
knowledgable staff can help. Descrip tion. Our Take. Installing the module is simple, just make
sure to not hook up the wires backwards as doing so will fry the module instantly. See the
"Tech Tips" tab for more information. Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - VW's are
commonly modified and very often parts from another year VW may have been installed on your
car. California Pacific JBugs is not responsible for any errors if your car has been modified in
any way. VW Beetle. Helpful Hints Before removing your old distributor pull the cap and rotate
the engine to line up the rotor to cylinder 1. Remove the old distributor and install the new one.
The new distributor will now be lined up to cylinder 1, keep in mind that it may not point to the
same place as the old one. Regardless, it is at 1, note the position and install the plug wires as
normal, The electronic igntion module has 2 wires, a red and a black. The black wire installs to
the negative - or "1" side of the coil, where the green wire from the condensor connects. Do not
install the wires backwards as doing so will fry the module instantly. We can't tell you how
many times people install the wiring backwards. The reason being is that VW uses a black wire

for the positive feed, people see the black VW wire on the coil and connect the black wire to the
positive side, and the red wire to the negative side. Then they try and start the car and wonder
why the engine won't. The answer is simple, it was installed backwards and it is now fried. Pay
attention to the terminals on the coil! The PerTronix Ignitor 1 module must be used with a coil
that has 3 to 4. It may work with other coils for a bit, but will fry eventually. If you aren't sure if
your coil is compatible, search for our part or PT Either coil is made specifically for the Ignitor 1
module. A final word, just like with points, do not leave the ignition on if the engine is not
running. The ignition module will overheat and fry, just like your points would fry. If you have to
have the key on to the ignition position while the engine is not running, remove the power wire
from the coil. Just make sure it doesn't arc out on anything in the engine compartment and
make sure to reconnect it when you're done! Large packages ship FedEx. Smaller packages
ship US Priority Mail. Delivery time averages business days depending on your distance from
Southern California. Shipping rates on oversized items will be calculated separately. The cost of
oversized items will be applied to the total order and shipping on your other items will be
calculated accordingly. Oversized items will be clearly labeled on the website and will include a
drop down menu to estimate your cost of shipping. The shipping costs for these orders are
billed at the time of shipping. For expedited shipping, you must call us. All express orders are
personally handled by the representative you speak with in order to streamline the process.
Please do not request express shipping via email. Emails are reviewed in the order they are
received which could possibly delay your shipping. Shipping on any returns is the customer's
responsibility. Returns 90 Day Return Policy You can return most unused, never installed,
like-new item for 90 days from the date of purchase. Items must be in like-new condition. The
following items are final sale: Special order items Special order upholstery Electrical items
Installed carburetors Like-new Condition: JBugs may refuse a return when the returned item is
not in like-new condition. Place a copy of your invoice or order confirmation inside the package.
Carefully package your items Ship the items back to JBugs Returns, refunds, and store credits
are usually processed within 5 days upon receiving the items back. Refunds, Exchanges, and
Store Cre
1999 honda xr650l
2fnr 42 al 18 brakes
motorcraft oil filter for 73 powerstroke
dit: Refunds will be given for items returned within 90 days of purchase. Return Shipping: The
customer is responsible for the return shipping charges except in cases where JBugs shipped
the incorrect item. Freight Charges: Shipping charges are not refundable. Received a Defective
Item? If you feel that you have received a defective item, please contact our technical support
team at ext. If the item is deemed defective by our staff, we will replace or refund the product
and any shipping charges. If you have an issue due to fitment, we will help you find the right
parts. We are here to help. A confirmation email will be sent to your email address before your
question can be posted. A confirmation email has been sent to your email address. Once your
email is confirmed, we'll be able to answer your question as soon as we possibly can! Uh Oh.
We ran into an issue with your question request. Otherwise, please try your question again
later. Next Page. Store Owner. Rated 4. Continue Shopping.

